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New Titles for Children and Young People
Andersen, Yvonne. Make Your Own Animated Movies; Yellow Ball Workshop Film Tech-
niques. Little, 1970. 101p. illus. $5.95.
A good survey of both the preparation techniques in making animated film, and
R the intricacies of filming itself. Such media as clay figures, cutouts, drawing
5-8 (directly on the film) pixillation (incorporating live actors) and tearouts are
discussed, and the processes of positioning, filming, simulating motion, synchro-
nizing sound and motion, splicing film, et cetera are described. An index would
make the material in the book more accessible, but the information it gives is clear,
full, and adequately illustrated.
Arundel, Honor. The Girl in the Opposite Bed. Nelson, 1971. 122p. $3.95.
Shy and bookish, fourteen-year-old Jane was in a hospital ward, away from
Ad home for the first time. Jane was still childish enough to have brought her teddy
5-7 bear with her, and desperately hoped that nobody would see it. But Jeannie did -
tough, cheerful Jeannie with her Edinburgh accent. Fifteen and sophisticated,
Jeannie flirts with the doctor and teases the other patients - and they love her. Jane
is jealous, and it takes her the whole of the hospital stay to realize that Jeannie's
courage and honesty are as admirable as her own intellectual prowess. A good
setting, good characterization (Jane herself is a weak character, but Jeannie and the
other patients are almost salty) and competent writing style, but the story moves
slowly.
Birkeland, Thoger. The Lemonade Murder; tr. from the Danish by Virginia Allen Jensen.
Coward-McCann, 1971. 126p. $3.95.
Anne, Tina, and Jan were convinced that their cousin Peter was dangerous. (An
M adult had said, "He'll be the death of me",) So they made their plans when they
5-6 knew he was coming to visit. Jan, who tells the story, describes the secret sessions
in which Anne, the oldest, trains the others to be tough. She gets arsenic, puts it in
lemonade, and plans a picnic. Since Peter saves the baby of the family from falling
off a cliff, the three children are grateful and nothing happens. But Jan is not sure.
Was there really arsenic in the spilled lemonade? It isn't the malign intent that is
unbelievable, but the fact that the children really believe that Peter is so evil; he's
been shown only to be greedy and rude in a description of a previous visit. The plot
is slow in starting, the first few chapters being devoted to family scenes, most of
them about how strong Anne is, how concerned Tina is about her appearance, and
how they all have to protect their father, because mother is bigger and tougher than
he is. "She often gets a little too rough. Maybe she doesn't know how powerful
those muscles are. If she isn't careful when she suddenly feels like giving Dad a pat
[1]
on his back.. .she almost knocks the wind out of him." The writing style is good,
and the translation has an idiomatic flow, but the story has a bit too much bluster
to be convincing.
Black, Irma (Simonton). Doctor Proctor and Mrs. Merriwether; pictures by Leonard
Weisgard. Whitman, 1971. 27 p. Trade ed. $3.75; Library ed. $2.81 net.
A book about imaginative play, the attractive illustrations big and simple, double
Ad . page spreads alternately in color and in black and white. Peter Coles calls his sister
K-2 Susan, who answers that she is not Susan, she's Mrs. Merriwether and she has a sick
baby. Peter immediately falls into the spirit of the game, and suggests that the child
should be seen by a doctor. He then appears announcing he is Doctor Proctor and
the two children converse anxiously about the ailing doll. Doctor Proctor leaves to
climb a tree, and shouts to Mrs. Merriwether to come out and join him. "I'm not
Mrs. Merriwether anymore," his sister announces, "I'm Susan Coles and I'm coming
out right now," the story ends. A final note to the adult points out that the story
can reassure children that somebody who loves them will care for them when they
are ill. Pleasant, but rather static.
Boston, Lucy Maria. Nothing Said; illus. by Peter Boston. Harcourt, 1971. 64p. Trade ed.
$3.50; Library ed. $3.54 net.
Captivating from the start ("I don't want to go to Aunt Maud," said Libby
R desperately. "I don't like her."), a story that moves from realism to fantasy for a
4-6 brief and cunningly wrought moment. Libby is spared the visit to Aunt Maud and
sent instead to stay with her mother's friend Julia. The relationship between the
two is a grave acceptance and respect, and Libby is content with Julia's isolated
house in the English countryside. She is curious about the small dryad figurines on
the mantelpiece and half-imagines there are such creatures; when a tree crashes into
the river during a storm, she finds a small dryad weeping and tenderly promises to
find her another tree. The next day it seems a dream - but caught in her hairbrush is
a long green hair. The writing is mature and sensitive, the story line taut, the
atmosphere evocative.
Carroll, Lewis. The Hunting of the Snark; illus. by Helen Oxenbury. Watts, 1970. 48p.
$4.95.
An oversize book affords Helen Oxenbury the opportunity to make big pictures,
R composed with boldness and imaginativeness, that echo both the nonsensical and
4-6 the satirical elements in Carroll's rollicking poem.
Chwast, Seymour Still Another Number Book; by Seymour Chwast and Martin Stephen
Moskof. McGraw-Hill, 1971. 5 9p. illus. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.72 net.
Gay, silly illustrations add appeal to an imaginative introduction to numbers one
R to ten. There is no cumulation of objects on each page, save for a recapitulation at
4-6 the back of the book. Instead, there is one page used for the number one, two for
yrs. two, et cetera. A child and another child: 1 + I = 2. Five dogs: 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 =
5, and on the five pages, dogs of varied and peculiar mien appear. The new number
is introduced each time almost as an appendage to its predecessor: the first of eight
birds is sitting on a branch of the tree that holds the seventh of seven houses.
Inventive, attractive, and amusing.
Clark, Leon E., ed. Through African Eyes: Cultures in Change. 744p. illus. $12.50.
[2]
A compilation of material, in part chronologically arranged, about Africa and
Ad written for the most part by Africans. The sources are varied: autobiographies,
7-10 fiction and poetry, newspapers and official documents, speeches and case studies.
The first two chapters deal with the changes in Africa today and the traditional
cultures upon which urbanization and industrialization have been superimposed;
the third chapter goes back to the days of the great African kingdoms, and the
remainder of the book examines the impact of European colonialism, the struggle
for independence, and - as an example of the building of a new nation - a study of
Tanzania. The editorial introductions to each section are useful, the inclusion of
"As you read part. . .think of these questions.. ." pedantic, so that the book's chief
use will probably be as supplementary curricular material. The sections are of
variable quality, but the whole is interesting and informative. There is no index.
Cone, Molly. The Ringling Brothers; illus. by James and Ruth McCrea. T. Y. Crowell, 1971.
41p. $3.75.
There were six boys in the Ringling family, and all but the youngest were so
R enthralled by the circus that they had seen in their small town that they immedi-
2-4 ately decided they would have their own. They practiced every way they could:
juggling, playing instruments, clowning, walking a tightrope, doing acrobatic stunts.
In 1882 they gave their first show in a Wisconsin town, but it was not a success.
They practiced more, hired a clown, bought a pig that could do tricks, and made a
tent. Hard-working, honest, and persistent, the Ringlings saw their Ringling Show
become larger and larger, finally buying the Barnum and Bailey Circus and
becoming in truth the giants of the circus world. The illustrations (black, white,
gold, and burnt orange) are simply drawn, lively, and effective. The large print adds
to the visual appeal, and the writing is simple but not stilted.
Cooper, Lee. Five Fables from France; illus. by Charles Keeping. Abelard-Schuman, 1970.
87p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.38 net.
Dramatic illustrations in black and white illustrate five tales of country craft-
Ad iness. These are not true fables, but tales in folk style in which peasant wit is
4-6 triumphant over lawyers, witches, devils, or other farm folk. The protagonists who
are triumphant are as often guilty of duplicity as they are vengeful about being
duped. The writing style is adequate; the stories often strike a familiar note: for
example, the story of Pierre, who claims his wealth has come from the bottom of
the river after he has been put there (or so it is thought) by three brothers, who
then plunge in and are drowned. Here, however, the original trickery was on the
part of Pierre, who has escaped from the bag into which he had been put by the
brothers by persuading another man (who is drowned) to take his place.
Corbin, William. The Day Willie Was 't; illus. by Gioia Fiammenghi. Coward-McCann, 1971.
42p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $3.86 net.
Willie was a model child. He ate everything he was told (and he was told to eat
M everything) and kept his room tidy and his shoes polished. He brushed his teeth and
K-3 went to bed on time and did his homework. And got fat. Teased by a visiting cousin
and embarrassed by the laughter of all the adults, Willie dieted. He dieted until
there was no more boy, just a thin shadow. Then he decided that he could be as bad
as he wanted, so he went off happily to the drugstore and had a sundae without his
usual whipped cream topping, because whatever he was going to be, he'd never get
fat again. The story gets off to a good start, but the development is weak and the
[3]
ending anticlimatic. The illustrations are lively, and the writing style is good, but
the plot is ineffectual.
De Jong, Meindert. The Easter Cat; illus. by Lillian Hoban. Macmillan, 1971. 1 10p. $4.95.
Since her mother was allergic to cats, Millicent knew that she couldn't have one,
R but she kept hoping something would change. Therefore, when she found a kitten
3-5 in the house on Easter morning, she was thrilled - until she realized that it was a
stray. Disappointed, Millicent took refuge under the front porch and hid until her
family called the police. The situation is resolved when a sister-in-law offers to take
the cat for Millicent. The plot is not strong, but the situation is appealing, the style
deft, and the family relationships both realistic and warm.
Dennis, J. Richard. Fractions are Parts of Things; illus. by Donald Crews. T. Y. Crowell,
1971. 33p. $3.75.
Clear, simple pictures show, in various ways, the segments of shapes (using color
R to differentiate) or portions of a set of figures to illustrate some of the most
2-4 common fractions: a half, a third and two-thirds, a fourth and three-fourths. The
ideas are repeated, but they are given variety by using, for example, a half-full glass,
a half-drawn window shade, half of a candy bar, half of a group of six children, and
halves of squares, circles, rectangles, etc. broken in different ways to reinforce the
idea of "half."
Dorman, Michael. Under 21; A Young People's Guide to Legal Rights. Delacorte, 1970.
210p. $4.50.
A discussion of the legal and social difficulties and of court rulings that pertain
R to the rights of young people in social, military, business, parental, academic,
7-12 cultural, and legal areas. Serious and straightforward, the book has an objective
tone although the author's sympathies are clearly with the young. A few fictional
cases are used as illustrative examples, but most of the anecdotes and examples are
from cases on record. State requirements pertaining to marriageable age, driving,
and drinking, and an index are appended. The summaries that conclude each
section add to the book's usefulness.
Drury, Roger W. The Finches'Fabulous Furnace; illus. by Erik Blegvad. Little, 1971. 149p.
$4.95.
There wasn't a house in town available for rent except the one about which the
R agent seemed so doubtful, and even when Mr. Finch found out what the trouble
4-6 was, he decided that he could cope. Maybe he could even keep his wife from
finding out that the reason the house was so hot was that there was a little volcano
in the cellar. His son Peter discovered it, too, and rigged an alarm system (it was
sort of a thermostat he told his mother) just in case the volcano ever erupted. When
the dreaded event takes place, it is not in the house, but in another vent in an old
quarry, and the ensuing publicity delights the officials who had discovered the
secret and been apprehensive about the town's reputation. The book gives a percep-
tive picture of the relationships in a small town, with good characterization and
natural dialogue; the writing is light, humorous, and deft in merging the fanciful
element and its realistic matrix, and the illustrations have a tidy precision and wit.
Elkin, Benjamin. How the Tsar Drinks Tea; pictures by Anita Lobel. Parents' Magazine,
1971. 26p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.47 net.
[4]
A tale in the folk tradition, illustrated with richly-detailed drawings in muted
Ad tones, elaborately bordered in the style of Russian craft design. Petya is a simple
K-2 peasant who has always dreamed of having his own samovar. When he finds an old
one in the fields, he rushes home to polish it lovingly. A neighbor overhears his
song, "Steam away, my samovar. Petya the peasant is like the tsar," and assumes
the samovar has been stolen, since it gleams like gold. Petya is brought before the
ruler, watches a ceremonial serving of tea, and tells the king that they do indeed
drink tea the same way. They both say, "Ah, good." The tsar appreciates the joke.
"Happy is the man who can enjoy his portion," he says. Nicely told, but slight of
content, with no humor save for that in some of the illustrations.
Fisher, Leonard Everett. Two if by Sea; written and illus. by Leonard Everett Fisher.
Random House, 1970. 64p. $3.95.
The strong lines and dramatic contrast of dark blue and white illustrations are an
R attractive complement to the tension of the minutely-described events of the
5-6 evening of April 18, 1775. The book is in four sections, each giving an exact
account, historically-based and with some background information, of the actions
of four men during two eventful hours of that night: Joseph Warren, who sent the
message to Revere; Paul Revere; the young man who lit the signal lanterns, Robert
Newman; and the commanding general of the British forces, Thomas Gage. The
shift of viewpoint adds to the suspense, the writing style is adequate, and the book
is an attractive variant on the many books about aspects of the American Revolu-
tion. Its weakness is minor: there is, in some sections of the book, a noticeable
drawing-out of material when the immediate action of the hours between nine and
eleven is slight.
Fouque, Friedrich de la Motte. Undine; tr. from the German by Gertrude C. Schwebell; illus.
by Eros Keith. Simon and Schuster, 1971. 64p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.73
net.
A retelling of the romantic fantasy written in 1811, with appropriately dream-
M like illustrations in soft color. Raised by a poor couple whose child had been lost,
5-6 Undine is a water spirit with whom the knight Huldbrand falls in love. They are
wed, and his former love Bertalda is jealous; she is also angry because Undine has
covered a fountain but she does not understand that in the fountain Undine's
relatives have appeared to make mischief. Huldbrand has been told that he must
never show anger at Undine when he is near water, but he forgets - and she
disappears. He weds Bertalda, who has the fountain uncovered. The spirit of Undine
appears, embraces Huldbrand, and he dies. The story is poetic and dramatic, but it
is intricate in plot, translated with some jarring contemporary phrases, occasionally
abrupt in moving from one episode to another (the knight has just met Undine at
the cottage when she rushes off into the forest in a fit of pique, and when
Huldbrand finds her he says, "Undine, my beloved," although he has never been
described as having fallen in love at sight) and is written with sentimentality.
Fraser, Kathleen. Adam's World: San Francisco; story by Kathleen Fraser and Miriam F.
Levy; pictures by Helen D. Hipshman. Whitman, 1971. 30p. Trade ed. $3.75;
Library ed. $2.81 net.
Adam lives in a tall house on a San Francisco hill, with his pretty young mother
Ad and small twin sisters. Adam's father is a seaman, and when he comes home he
K-2 brings beautiful materials from Africa. Mother makes clothes, and they all go to the
[5]
neighborhood street fair, where there are people from everywhere, all having a good
time. "It's fun," says Adam, as the book ends. While the book shows an attractive
black family, and the San Francisco setting is colorful, there is really little to the
story except for the warm family relationships. The slim plot consists only of a
setting and two incidents; the style is adequate but occasionally stiff.
Garden, Nancy. What Happened in Marston; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Four Winds, 1971.
190p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.18 net
"Some of the kids in my class don't think I should tell this story to anyone, but
Ad I think I should," Dave begins. He'd never thought of himself as prejudiced, but
5-7 when a black child came into the eighth grade class, Dave felt uncomfortable when
Joel was assigned the next seat. But, as Dave puts it, in time "the walls came
tumbling down" and the two became good friends. Picked up by police for prowl-
ing around a deserted house, the boys are treated with noticeable difference. Then
the class is given disciplinary measures because "someone" cheated, the implication
being that it was Joel; he takes the test over and gets a very high grade but no
apology from the teacher. When there is a violent incident (a policeman shooting a
black child who is running, after a store theft) a riot ensues in which both boys
become involved. In the end, Joel tells Dave he is going to change schools, because
he doesn't want people to think he is ashamed of being black, and that he won't be
seeing as much of Dave, although they'll still be friends. The story is realistic and
candid, although it gives a rather grim view of policemen and teachers. It is capably
written, but is weakened by its purposefulness, albeit in good cause, giving the
impression of being a deftly fictionalized case history rather than a story.
Geer, Charles Hand. Soot Devil; illus. by the author. Grosset, 1971. 130p. Trade ed. $4.50;
Library ed. $4.59. net.
He had been kidnapped in England when he was eight, brought to the colonies,
NR and apprenticed to the rascally Gilligan. Now Tom Fry was a chimney sweep, one
4-5 of Gilligan's dirty, ill-fed, derelict soot devils. The story, long-drawn and tedious,
describes the boy's escape from Philadelphia into the pine barrens, where he meets
with a series of unsavory characters, the story closing with a hint that Tom will find
a happier berth with the Patriot Army. The time is 1777, and occasional references
to some aspect of the Revolutionary War give a small value to the story, but it is
hampered by a lack of direction or focus, and by the dialogue. Almost all of the
characters speak in slangy period dialect: "How wuz all th' lads down t'Sooy's?
Ye'll be wantin', no doubt, t'have a little snooze now, eh wot, me Hearty? After all
yer good times..."
Gleason, Judith. Onisha: The Gods of Yorubaland; illus. by Aduni Olorisa. Atheneum, 1971.
122p. $5.25.
Like the gods of Greece, the mighty ones of the Yoruba pantheon came to earth
SpR and participated in the affairs of men, and some of them are very like men in their
8- emotions and their behavior. The complicated mythology of these gods, the
Yorisha, in poetry and prose, is often reminiscent of lore and legend about god-
heroes from other sources, a universality balanced by the distinctive symbolism and
tenets of the Yoruba religion. Some of the selections are in simple folk style, but
many are intricate and sophisticated. The book is illustrated with reproductions of
cloth pictures, the artist a Yoruba priestess. The complexity of the content and the
difficulty of the vocabulary will limit the book's audience, but it should be of
[6]
particular value to readers interested in folk materials or in comparative religion. A
section of supplementary notes is appended.
Glover, Harry. The Book of Dogs. Viking, 1970. 160p. illus. $4.95.
A useful book about breeds of dogs, by a breeder and show judge. The text,
R British-oriented, is divided into six sections: hounds, gundogs, terriers, toys, work-
6- ing dogs, and nonsporting or utility dogs. There is a page or two of information
about each breed, and a picture of each, the captions occasionally fulsome. Many of
the pictures are in full color. The index gives specific rather than general names, i.e.
each variety of spaniel but no entry for "spaniel"; nevertheless, the book has some
reference use, and children who may find the text difficult can obtain information
from the pictures.
Glubok, Shirley. The Art of the Southwest Indians; photographs by Alfred Tamarin.
Macmillan, 1971.48p. $5.95.
Information about some aspects of tribal cultures is woven into discussions of
R the works of art of the Apache, Navajo, and Pueblo peoples. The photographs of
4-6 rock carvings and paintings, pottery and basketwork, weaving, carving, jewelry,
sand paintings, ceremonial robes and masks, and kachina dolls are accompanied by
an informative, rather staccato, text. The large print and dignified design of the
pages add to the attractiveness of a useful book.
Haley, Gail E. Noah's Ark; written and illus. by Gail E. Haley. Atheneum, 1971. 29p. $6.95.
This is not the Biblical Noah, but a man of today who builds an ark to escape
M from the pollution and the destruction of animals. Noah appears on tele-
K-3 vision to plead for the preservation of animals with no result, so he collects them,
two by two save for the ostrich, which buries its head in the sand. With his family,
and friends of the children (no mention of their parents) he sails off. The animals
fight, Noah tells them to stop acting like people, peace reigns. The children of the
people and the beasts grow up together in idyllic harmony. Years later, Noah's son
is told that the land has been purified and is ready for animals, there being none left
save Noah's. The ark returns, and animals are allowed to roam the earth freely,
there is no longer any need for zoos, and men and animals lived "happily ever after.
But the ostrich was never again seen on earth," the story ends. The illustrations are
intriguing in detail, muted in tone, with both humorous and sentimental touches.
The story is told in static fashion, the message almost overburdening the plot in a
not too successful merging of realism and fantasy.
Haugaard, Kay. China Boy. Abelard-Schuman, 1971. 223p. $4.95.
When the flood came to his village in China, Lee had managed to get away with
M his younger brother. He knew that his parents had been drowned and his younger
6-9 sister lost, and that somehow he must provide for himself and his brother. So when
he heard about the chance to make money by working in the California gold rush,
he sailed. His failures and successes, his friends and enemies, and his reunion with
his sister are not convincing as a personal adventure: they seem only embroidery on
the theme of prejudice. The characters are stereotyped, the end of the story weak
both because Lee refuses to recognize his sister at first, making no real attempt to
establish her identity, and because the action of the story suddenly has a tempo
that is out of proportion. However, as a documentary about the treatment of
Chinese in California in the nineteenth century, the book has some value.
[71
Heide. Florence Parry. Sound of Sunshine; Sound of Rain; illus. by Kenneth Longtemps.
Parents' Magazine, 1970. 33p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.47 net.
An unusual story, the speaker a blind black child whose comments are fraught
Ad with poignant acceptance. The static quality of the book may limit its appeal, but
3-4 the situation of the child can be used as a basis for discussion and an avenue to
understanding. The child wakes in the morning and feels for his clothes; he listens
to his mother's gentle voice and his sister's sharp impatience. The sister takes him to
a park to sit in the sun while she is in school, and an ice cream seller sits down to
talk. His sister has told the boy how bleak and dirty the park is. No, says his new
friend, there is beauty in it for those who can see beauty: what you see is inside
yourself. Later, his sister asks the boy if the man is black, but he cannot tell. "I
wish every one in the whole world was blind," she cries. The next day it rains: no
park. Tomorrow, the blind boy thinks. While there is no false cheeriness, the book
has a vague conclusion that stresses the hopelessness of the child's burden, and the
story has an unfinished quality that is disappointing - yet it may serve a purpose in
making sighted readers aware of the limited horizons of the blind.
Hinton, S. E. That was Then, This is Now. Viking, 1971. 159p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed.
$3.77 net
Mark had lived with Bryon's family since he was nine (his parents had shot each
R other) and the two boys were like brothers. Now they are adolescent, skirmishing
8-10 on the edge of delinquency. Bryon, who tells the story, is in love with a girl whose
younger brother is a gentle, candid thirteen-year-old; when he and Cathy find that
the boy has taken drugs and is on a bad trip, Bryon is deeply upset. Then he finds a
cache of pills in Mark's room and realizes that Mark is a pusher. Shall he betray his
brother? He does, and he knows that Mark will never again have anything to do
with him. Heartsick, he rejects Cathy, "worn out with caring about people." The
book has a bitter realism, and far more shock value than a treatise on addiction; it is
distinguished by percipience in characterization, natural dialogue, and a sensitivity
toward the complexity of human relationships.
Hogben, Lancelot Thomas. Beginnings and Blunders; Or Before Science Began. Norton/
Grosset, 1971. 110p. illus. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.99 net.
A good survey of the development of early civilization from the first tool-
R making activities of prehistoric man. The first of four volumes on science, history,
7-10 and understanding, this is written in straightforward, quite staid, style but is well
-organized in a sequential and comprehensive text which unfortunately lacks an
index. The author stresses man's ability to communicate, and the living patterns
that changed as tools improved, animals were domesticated, and diversification led
to trade and cultural exchange. The book ends with the building of the first cities.
Honig, Donald. Johnny Lee. McCall, 1971. 1 15 p. $4.50.
A good baseball story that has a realistic level of success, is written convincingly
R in first person, and gives the reader more than the sequence of game descriptions
5-9 that is the bulk of the story in much baseball fiction. Johnny Lee is black, and
when he comes from Harlem to a small mountain town in Virginia to play minor
league ball, he has to cope with prejudice in a form that is different from the kind
he's known. He copes-with mixed success. There's some discrimination on the field
and in the town, although Johnny finds friends on the ball club and a measure of
acceptance in the town when his ability as a player has been demonstrated. Honest,
low-keyed, and competently written.
[8]
Honig, Donald. Up from the Minor Leagues. Cowles, 1970. 129p. $3.95.
Six big league players look back to their days in the minors in verbatim inter-
R views interspersed with editorial comment or explanations. The six: Glenn Beckert,
6-10 Bobby Bonds, Mickey Lolich, Carlos May, Pete Rose, Tom Seaver, and Reggie
Smith. Some of the material is repetitive, since many of the experiences of begin-
ning ballplayers are similar, but there is enough difference to give variety, and the
similarities make more vivid the universality of the fear of being dropped, the
loneliness, the grueling pace, and-for black players-the added burden of-discrim-
ination in Southern towns and training camps.
Hopkins, Lee Bennett, comp. The City Spreads Its Wings; illus. by Moneta Barnett. Watts,
1970. 42p. $4.95.
Twenty-one brief poems for young children are illustrated with pleasant, rather
Ad conventional drawings of children and city scenes. Most of the selections clearly
K-3 have an urban setting, but some are not city poems (building castles out of tin cans,
making a mud pie) although their universality places them within the city as else-
where. Some of the poems are pedestrian, but many are deft, imaginative, or
evocative.
Houston, James. Wolf Run; A Caribou Eskimo Tale; written and illus. by James Houston.
Harcourt, 1971. 63p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.54 net.
Stark and primitive in mood, black and white drawings echo with fidelity the
R somber isolation of the far northern setting. The caribou herd had not come that
4-6 year, and all the members of Punik's small community were dying of starvation.
Thirteen, the only male in his family still capable of exertion, the boy sets out
alone on a trek to find food. Maybe the fish cache of the next community could
save his life? But it is empty, ravaged by starving animals. Driven to chewing
pieces of his clothing, Punik is near death when two wolves appear. He expects
attack, but they kill a caribou and trot off, waiting nearby for the boy to see that it
is for him. Simple yet forceful, a dramatic and moving tale.
Hyde, Margaret Oldroyd. For Pollution Fighters Only; illus. by Don Lynch. McGraw-Hill,
1971. 157p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.72 net.
A competent survey of the problems and dangers of ecological systems damaged
Ad or destroyed, noise pollution, waste disposal, population problems, loss of top soil,
6-9 the destruction of natural resources, and the factors that contribute to them. The
author suggests ways in which individuals and groups can take action on many of
the problems of pollution, including information sources for controls, careers, and
projects. The book is useful and timely, but it is weakened by the inclusion of some
generalizations and carelessness of writing, not in facts but in style. A bibliography
that includes books, pamphlets, and newsletters, and an index are appended.
Jackson, Jesse. The Sickest Don't Always Die the Quickest. Doubleday, 1971. Trade ed.
$3.95; Library ed. $4.70 net.
No real plot here, but a series of incidents in the life of twelve-year-old Stone-
M wall, living in the black community of Columbus, Ohio in 1920-as did the author.
6-7 There's warmth and affection in the tone of the book, but the characters seem
almost caricatures: the shouting factions of the Calvary Baptist Church and the
superstitions so widely believed may be experienced facts but they are harshly
unflattering.
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Kent, Jack. The Fat Cat; A Danish Folktale; tr. and illus. by Jack Kent. Parents' Magazine,
1971. 24p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.47 net.
A title that has a contemporary sound, but a tale with an old theme presented in
Ad picture book form. Asked by his mistress to watch the pot of gruel on the hearth,
K-2 the cat eats both food and pot. When the old woman comes back, he eats her, then
goes off to consume everyone in his path-until he meets the woodcutter, who
performs a simple operation. The people and animals all file out. unharmed, and we
are left with the cat looking slightly surprised and the woodcutter taping him with
adhesive bandage. The repetitive pattern of the cat's declaration ("I ate... and now
I am going to also eat You.") with its cumulation, and the pictures of the cat
growing ridiculously away from his garments are amusing, but that's about all there
is to the story.
Kerr, Helen V.Helga's Magic; illus. by Genia. Washburn, 1970. 87p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library
ed. $3.24 net.
Because their parents were so busy in the bookstore they ran, Deborah and
Ad David had had many sitters. Most of them they didn't like, but Helga was different.
3-5 She teased them when they were sulky, so that they had to laugh; she took them to
interesting places, made them see that they would have to prove they could be
responsible if they really wanted a puppy, told them stories of her own country,
Denmark. The plot (children learn more cooperative behavior, they have a few
tangential but relevant adventures, and they get their puppy) is not strong but it is
believable if purposive. The style is staid but not awkward, and the author does a
good job in capturing the speech of a Dane not quite fluent in English.
Kirk, Ruth. The Oldest Man in America; An Adventure in Archaeology; photographs by
Ruth and Louis Kirk. Harcourt, 1970. 96p. Trade ed. $4.75; Library ed. $4.83 net.
In a small cave in a wall of Palouse Canyon, in southeast Washington, a geologist
R and an archeologist, hunting for traces of prehistoric man, discovered a skull frag-
5-9 ment. Judging by the artifacts and shells already found, the piece of bone was
about 10,000 years old-the oldest known man on our continent. The details of the
dig and of further finds are fascinating, particularly because the archeological volun-
teers who quickly rallied to search for other traces (which were, indeed, found)
were fighting against time. The site was threatened by a projected reservoir for
which a dam was being constructed. The combination of suspense in the outcome
and of the detailed description of meticulous scientific work is dramatic, the
matter-of-fact writing style leaving the stage clear for the exciting facts. An index is
appended.
Komisar, Lucy. The New Feminism. Watts, 1971. 181p. $5.95.
A militant attack on sex discrimination, giving both historical background on the
Ad role of women in society and discussing in detail the educational, legal, profes-
7-12 sional, literary, cultural, and political barriers to equality today. The scope is broad,
the subject is topical, and the book gives useful statistics and other information. It
is not objective, and it is marred by frequent repetition and occasional general-
ization. A list of books suggested for additional reading and an index are appended.
Konigsburg, E. L. Altogether, One at a Time; illus. by Gail E. Haley et al. Atheneum, 1971.
79p. $4.50.
Four short stories that are varied in plot, alike in excellence, and united by the
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R theme of compromise, are each illustrated by a different artist. The compromise is
4-6 not in action, but in the acceptance of the fact that life consists of good things and
bad. In "Inviting Jason," a boy gets a new perspective on a handicapped child who
comes to his birthday party and in "The Night of the Leonids" another child comes
to a new understanding of his grandmother. "Camp Fat" is the only story with a
fanciful twist; "Momma at the Pearly Gates" has a wry humor in the story of an
interracial friendship that develops from enmity, due to the acumen of the black
child. The writing is deft and polished, the development of relationships subtly
percipient.
Kraus, Robert. The Tail Who Wagged the Dog. Windmill, 1971. 30p. illus. Trade ed. $3.95;
Library ed. $3.87 net.
A slight story, but the nonsense humor of the situation is the sort that appeals to
Ad young children. Leo didn't wag his tail, it wagged him. He was the laughing stock of
3-5 all the neighborhood animals, and even the veterinarian couldn't help him. Leo
yrs. himself finally thought of the solution: his tail thought IT was the dog and would
have to be taught a lesson. So Leo whirled madly, and bit his tail. "I'll stop biting if
you'll stop wagging," he said when the tail complained. Now the dog wags the tail.
The drawings are simple cartoon-style, the story is brief.
Libby, Bill. Ernie Banks: Mr. Cub. Putnam, 1971. 174p. $3.86.
An adulatory biography that gives facts about Banks' career, includes more game
M scores than descriptions, and is heavily laden with quotes from Ernie Banks and
5-8 fulsome remarks about him. The writing style is pedestrian and cliche ridden, but
the book will undoubtedly hold interest for the fans of the very popular Mr. Cub.
Statistics on Banks' career records and an index are appended.
Livingston, Myra Cohn. Speak Roughly to Your Little Boy; a collection of parodies and
burlesques, together with the original poems, chosen and annotated for young
people; illus. by Joseph Low. Harcourt, 1971. 180p. $6.75.
An amusing collection of parodies of English and American poetry, some serious
R in intent and satirical in approach but most of the selections simply-or not so
6- simply-funny. Some parodies by Lewis Carroll (his "How doth the little croco-
dile. .. " and its original, "How doth the little busy bee..." by Watts) are included,
and there are other poems that imitate Carroll's original poems. "Rhyme for A
Botanical Baby" begins, "Little bo-peepals/ Has lost her sepals...", there is a
Swineburne parody of his own work, E. B. White takes a poke at Walt Whitman and
at book clubs in the same poem. A section of notes is appended, unfortunately
neither numbered nor with page references; separate title, author, and first line
indexes are included.
McCullough, Frances Monson, ed. Earth, Air, Fire and Water; a collection of over 125 poems
selected and ed. by Frances Monson McCullough. Coward-McCann, 1971. 190p.
$5.95.
Although some of the poets whose work is included in this very good anthology
R were born in the previous century, the book is a commentary on contemporary life:
7- war, discrimination, death, love, hate, politics, baseball, or simply reactions to a
scene. Many of the poets and their contributions are well known, but there are
many new voices included. A section of notes on contributors and an author-title
index are appended.
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McKenzie, Ellen Kind. Dmjienna's Harp. Dutton, 1971. 305p. $5.95.
Through their examination of a magical bottle in a curio shop, Tha and her
M brother Duncan are transported to the land of T'Pahl where the dread Jadido rules
5-6 and where, in fulfillment of an ancient prophesy, the people await the playing of
Drujienna's harp to mark the end of the era of the Second Thousand. The writing is
mystical and convoluted, the book long, complex, and heavily laden with strange
and dangerous forays, and with complicated relationships and lore. At the end, Tha
is suddenly back in the curio shop, but she and Duncan still hear the wild music of
the harp. The concept is imaginative, and some of the incidents and passages are
vivid, but the story as a whole is burdensome.
McKern, Sharon S. Tracking Fossil Man; An Adventure in Evolution; written by Sharon S.
and Thomas W. McKern. Praeger, 1970. 174p. illus. $6.95.
A good introduction to anthropology and paleontology, broad in scope and
R objective in tone, this reviews the early knowledge of evolution, the development of
8- primates, and processes and techniques in studying fossils. The major part of the
book is devoted to a survey of those findings that have contributed to our knowl-
edge of the first man-like apes and of early man in prehistory, and it concludes with
a discussion of some of the interesting facts about the skills and living patterns of
prehistoric men and of some of the current research. Well organized, lucidly
written, and comprehensive. A bibliography, a glossary, and an index are appended.
May, Julian. Why People are Different Colors; illus. by Symeon Shimin. Holiday House,
1971. 31p. $4.50.
Softly-drawn portraits and facial details illustrate a book on racial differences
R that is written with succinct simplicity. Despite the narrow implications of the title,
2-4 the text covers a much wider area than color differences; in fact, the substances
that cause this are not mentioned, although the relationship between exposure to
the sun and skin color is discussed. The book describes many kinds of differen-
tiation: noses, eyes, lips, hair, and size of heads and bodies. The text does not stress
the point obtrusively, but makes it clear that all of these adaptations are only
superficial distinctions.
Mayne, William, ed. Ghosts; an anthology. Nelson, 1971. 187p. $4.95.
An anthology of stories, poems, and reports on visits from such spirits as ghosts,
Ad poltergeists, and boggarts. The poetry is not distinguished, the factual accounts vary
7-9 in quality, the fiction is good. Some of the material is written or adapted by Mr.
Mayne, and each selection is prefaced by an editorial note. Not an outstanding
selection, but there are some unusual inclusions, and the book offers some variation
on the more usual compilation of supernatural short stories.
Mizumura, Kazue. The Blue Whale. T. Y. Crowell, 1971. 33p. illus. $3.75.
Nicely illustrated and very simply written, a discussion that incorporates the
R major facts about the blue whale. The text includes a description of the way the
2-3 whale swims and how it feeds, notes that it is a mammal, and discusses its size in
comparison with other creatures. Also described are gestation and the ways in
which parts of the whale are used by man. There is a rather forced fictional
framework (a fishing boat captain tells "many things about whales") but it detracts
little from the book.
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Murray, Michele. Nellie Cameron; drawings by Leonora E. Prince. Seabury, 1971. 185p.
$4.95.
Sometimes a child in a big family can feel she has no place. Nellie was nine, she
R felt lost in the shuffle, and she was miserably conscious of the fact that she couldn't
4-6 learn to read. Sent to the school reading clinic, Nellie was both apprehensive and
hopeful. Much of the story is devoted to Nellie's progress with a sympathetic
teacher, but the book is balanced by family scenes and is perceptive in describing
the relationships within the family.
Nixon, Joan Lowery. Delbert; The Plainclothes Detective; illus. by Philip Smith. Criterion
Books, 1971. 8 9p. $3.50.
Delbert is a small back boy whose trusting nature interferes with his common
Ad sense. When, after the house next door has been burglarized, Delbert finds a man in
3-5 his own closet, he believes the man's announcement that he is a detective. It takes
Delbert's older brother to put two and two together when there is another robbery,
and Delbert wonders why "his" detective, who has said Delbert could help him, just
stood close to the site and did nothing. Delbert helps the police catch the thief by
identifying him, and is thrilled when a real policeman calls him a detective. The
child's naivete is the weakest point of the story, and the writing style is undistin-
guished, but the setting, a middle class black neighborhood, is realistic and the
relationships within Delbert's family are warm and natural.
Norton, Mary. Poor Stainless; illus. by Beth and Joe Krush. Harcourt, 1971. 32p. Trade ed.
$3.25; Library ed. $3.30 net.
At long last, another story about the Borrowers, this one told as a reminiscence
R by Homily when Arrietty begs her mother for a tale about her girlhood. Homily
3-5 obliges with an anecdote about the time one of her neighbors was lost. Hunting for
Stainless, the Borrowers braved the dangers of unknown parts of the house, risking
being seen by human beings. While the intrepid crew was searching, Stainless was
having the time of his life. He had been trapped in a shoe that had been taken to
town for repairs, and had been able to get back because he recognized the shopping
basket and popped inside it-and meanwhile he had had a glorious week of living
unseen on the rich resources of a store's candy counter. Brief and lively, delight-
fully illustrated, this has less substance than its predecessors, but it shares the charm
of the miniature world of The Borrowers.
Orlowsky, Wallace. Who Will Wash the River? written by Wallace Orlowsky and Thomas
Biddle Perera; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Coward-McCann, 1970. 47p. $3.49.
A discussion of water pollution and its causes, with a description of the pro-
M cesses in a treatment plant for restoration of clean water, are set in a fictional
3-4 framework. Since this is really an informational book, the. device of having two
children look forward to the remembered delights of the river, see the present
damage, and then visit a water treatment plant seems unnecessary. The information
is accurate and useful, but the style is stiff and choppy.
Peyton, K. M. Pennington's Last Term; illus. by the author. T. Y. Crowell, 1971. 216p.
$4.50.
First published in England under the title Pennington's Seventeenth Summer, a
R perceptive study of a young man who is rebellious and, until he finds a channel for
7-10 his emotions and a goal, hostile to authority. Regarded as a trouble-maker at
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school, drifting unhappily toward the end of the term, Penn is even reluctant to
perform in a piano contest, although his musicianship is undeniable. Patrick
Pennington is, with all his rancor and obduracy, a remarkably strong character, and
is developed by the author with great skill in a story that has excellent dialogue and
great pace in small incidents.
Politi, Leo. Emmet. Scribner, 1971. 25p. illus. $5.95.
The theme of the mischievous animal that misbehaves, then receives approbation
Ad because he does a good deed, is not highly original, but it is pleasantly handled here
5-7 in a simple story with lively pictures in color, many of the pages in subdued tones.
yrs. Emmet chased cats, snatched toys from children, and annoyed the grocer because
he kept coming into the store despite a sign that said, "No dogs allowed," and the
even clearer hint of being chased away with a broom. But on the night a prowler set
fire to the store's awning, Emmet barked to alert his owner (who quickly got out
the hose) and chased the prowler. He came back with the man's coat, was com-
mended by the police and firemen, and won the gratitude of the grocer. Slight but
satisfying.
Pomerantz, Charlotte. The Day They Parachuted Cats on Borneo; A Drama of Ecology; play
by Charlotte Pomerantz; scenery by Jose Aruego. Scott, 1971. 42p. $4.50.
Almost a feat pulled off, but not quite. Based on a real event, this is a story
M presented as a play. The characters, each with one lone monologue, are the roaches,
4-5 lizards, and cats of Borneo, the island itself, malaria, DDT, and the para-pussycats.
The book ends with a long statement by an ecologist on the ecological upheaval
described in the "play " and a discussion of pollution that creates other ecological
problems. The rhyming text describes the absorption of DDT-sprayed to kill the
malaria-breeding mosquito-into those animals that formed a life-chain, the ensuing
invation of rats (after the native cats had died) and the parachuting of imported
cats onto the island. The picture-book format is inappropriate for the audience
level, and the dramatization results in long, tedious speeches: "My name is dichloro
-diphenyl-trichloroetane/ Which you've got to admit is a heck of a name/ But,
perhaps, some of you have heard tell of me/ By my well-known initials, which are
DDT/ An organo-chlorine insecticide..." The book can be used as a base for
discussion of ecological imbalance and the effects of pollution, but it is laborious
reading despite some light humor in spots.
Pringle, Laurence P. In a Beaver Valley; How Beavers Change the Land; written and photo-
graphed by Laurence Pringle. World, 1970. 40p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.21
net.
Written in a simple, straightforward style and illustrated with black and white
R photographs of broad scenic views as well as details of the pond community, this
2-4 study of the evolutionary stages and the decay of a beaver pond gives a clear idea
both of the changing land and of the intricacy of an ecological nucleus. The
damming of a valley stream by a pair of beavers sets in motion a series of changes
that bring new plants and animals to the pond that is formed; when the beavers
leave their lodge and the dams decay, the pond dries out, grasses move into the mud
flats, and the meadowland gives way to the encroaching forest.
Rockwell, Anne. The Toolbox; illus. by Harlow Rockwell. Macmillan, 1971. 19p. $3.95.
"In my cellar there is a toolbox," the text begins, and goes on to describe each
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R tool and-in a phrase or two-what it does. The pictures are clear, exact, and
1-2 handsome; the print is large, and the ample white space sets off both, to add to
visual appeal and ease of reading. Simple enough for the beginning reader, and also
the sort of book over which a preschool child likes to pore. "It is my father's
toolbox," the book ends, and in this picture a boy is watching his father hammering
a nail.
Rockwell, Anne. What Bobolino Knew; written and illus. by Anne Rockwell. McCall, 1971.
29p. $4.95.
A story based on a Sicilian legend. The only son of a rich nobleman, Bobolino
Ad was sent across the sea to study languages, and returned home years later having
K-3 learned only one-the language of animals. His angry father, a bird told Bobolino,
planned to put him in a dungeon, so off he ran. A series of incidents follows in
which he is able to do good deeds (saving the sheep of a farmer because some frogs
had told him about the plans they had overheard, for example) and his reputation
for wisdom causes him to be chosen king. The illustrations have a bland simplicity
that matches the text which, although slight of plot, has an ingenuous quality and a
satisfying-if abrupt-ending.
Serraillier, Ian. The Ballad of St. Simeon; illus. by Simon Stern. Watts, 1970. 30p. $3.95.
An oversize book in which the legend of a fourth-century monk is adapted to
M modern applications, combining the figure of a dragon and people in contemporary
4-5 costume. The format is that of a picture book, the vocabulary and the length of the
story more appropriate for the middle grades reader. "Always in all weathers his
view was the same-on grassless mud the graceless nickleodeons of the rich, and
across the cobbled avenue the unfumigated shacks of the poor." Sick of the
depravity of the City, Simeon climbs a pole, determined to stay there and to be
nearer to God. His mother sends up food via pulley, the residents gather to mock
and taunt. Forty years later, a dragon appeals to him for help. Cured, the grateful
monster obeys Simeon's injunction to level the city and then to raise up a new and
beautiful one. General rejoicing, descent of Simeon from his perch, and exodus of
mother, Saint, and dragon to live in the peaceful isolation of the dragon's cave. The
use of modern phraseology is jarring: "See him on his high horse," or, ". .. he can't
deny he's scared stiff of the dragon." Yet there is, despite the fact that the common
people say, "He ain't no saint," a piquancy in the way Serraillier uses language and a
provocation in the theme.
Shivkumar, K., ad. The King's Choice; illus. by Yoko Mitsuhashi. Parents' Magazine, 1971.
36p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.47 net.
A direct and simple retelling of an Indian folk tale, the illustrations in muted
R color and framed in stylized Eastern fashion. Told by his followers the fox, the
K-3 leopard, and the vulture that camel meat is good, the lion king starts with them on
a trek to the desert. Weary and footsore, they are grateful for a camel ride back to
the cool forest. The three courtiers, anxious for a meal of camel, try to trick the
beast into offering himself as food to the lion but are themselves tricked. They run
off, and the wise lion comments that kindness is better than a crown, and that the
camel will be his friend as long as they both live. A taut story, good for story-telling
or for reading aloud.
Silverstein, Alvin. Metamorphosis: The Magic Change; by Alvin and Virginia Silverstein.
Atheneum, 1971.74p. illus. $5.50.
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Clear photographs add to the usefulness of a book that is written informally and
R crisply, is well organized, and emphasizes the process of metamorphosis as a change
4-7 that gives young animal forms an advantage in the struggle for survival. The life
forms discussed are butterflies, moths, honeybees, dragonflies, frogs, toads,
salamanders, sea squirts, starfish, and eels. A pronouncing glossary is appended.
Simon, Hilda. Living Lanterns; Luminescence in Animals; written and illus. by Hilda Simon.
Viking, 1971. 128p. Trade. $4.95; Library ed. $4.53 net
Handsome illustrations in color, detailed and informative, add to the value of a
R text that is serious and straightforward but so clearly written that it is not dry. The
7- author describes first the animal forms of land and air that posses self-luminescence,
discussing both the morphology and physiology of each life form, then surveys the
bioluminescent species of the sea. The book concludes with a chapter about re-
search on the phenomenon itself, a brief bibliography, and an index.
Spicer, Dorothy Gladys. The Kneeling Tree; And Other Folktales from the Middle East; illus.
by Barbara Morrow. Coward-McCann, 1971. 121p. S4.49.
Tales from seven countries: Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Syria, and Turkey.
R Told in a vigorous and fluent style, the stories reflect cultural and ethical aspects of
4-7 life in the Middle East, and they do this unobtrusively. There is little humor in the
stories, but they have wit, action, and variety.
Stahl, Ben. The Secret of Red Skull; illus. by Ben F. Stahl. Houghton, 1971. 243p. $4.95.
Everybody in the small southern town of Godolphin had learned to accept the
Ad resident ghosts (Blackbeard and his piratical crew) but only three people could see
5-6 them all the time: Pop Allen, and the two boys, J. D. and Hank. The story moves at
first from this fanciful setting to another, just as melodramatic: the gathering of
super-spies who have a device with which they will be able to control the world.
When the two groups meet (the vile spies come to town because a top man in the
military installation is one of their group) there is enough action and slapstick for
several books. There is humor in the exaggeration of master spies and pirate
wraiths, and the plot is so antic that the author's tongue is clearly in his cheek, but
the story is overladen with such dialogue as "Ye scrovie, belly-robbin' rum skutch,
how do Teach know what ye got in that pigpen ye calls a galley? Ye puts a swab's
taste for vittles on the rocks, ye do!"
Symons, Geraldine. The Workhouse Child; illus. by Alexy Pendle. Macmillan, 1971. 221 p.
$4.95.
First published in England, a story set in the days before World War I, smoothly
Ad written but rather class-conscious. Patsy has been invited to go with her friend
5-6 Atalanta and Atalanta's grandmother, Mrs. Robertson-Fortescu, to a farmhouse
near the sea. Meeting a group of workhouse children who are forbidden to bathe,
Patsy changes clothes with one of the girls so that she can have a swim, and is
forced to flee the workhouse matron who threatens to take her to the police. After
a series of small adventures, Patsy gets to the farmhouse and her report on the
workhouse situation results both in an investigation of the cruel Matron and in the
adoption of the workhouse child by the kindly farm owners. The style is adequate,
but the story has a prim Victorian flavor and a trace of condescension in its
characterization of the wealthy grandmother, the cheery farm wife, the Matron,
and the pauper child who speaks in dialect.
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Towne, Mary. The Glass Room; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Farrar, 1971. 122p. $3.95.
Everyone in Rob's big family was a musician, and there were times when he
Ad wanted frantically to get away from the noisy, casual life. No wonder he was drawn
4-6 to the glass room in Simon's house. Simon's parents were separated, and he and his
father were alone for the summer in a modern house with a soundproof glass room
where his father, an architect, could work in peace. Silent, precise, uninvolved,
Simon's father is, in the end, a disappointment to Rob, who begins to see his own
parents with better perspective. Well-written, and a good contrast is drawn between
the two family life-styles, but the book is weakened by the all-tidied ending:
Simon's mother appears, he is promised the dog he's always wanted, his parents
have a reconciliation, and the occupant of the glass room thaws.
Trelease, Allen W. Reconstruction; The Great Experiment. Harper, 1971. 224p. illus. Trade
ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
An outstanding piece of historical writing, broad in scope and detailed in treat-
R ment, well written and authoritative, objective in tone and vividly communicating a
7-10 sense of the rancor and the zeal, the idealism and the bitter discrimination of the
Reconstruction years. The author is both careful and candid, achieving at once a
sweep of narrative and fine-grid examination of the minutiae of events. A bibliog-
raphy, reproductions of the important legislation of the period, and an excellent
relative index are appended.
Tunis, Edwin. Chipmunks on the Doorstep; written and illus. by Edwin Tunis. T. Y. Crowell,
1971. 69p. $4.95.
Edwin Tunis, in his first book in the field of natural science, proves to be as adept
R in observation, as exact in beautiful drawings, and even more enjoyable as a writer
5- than he has been in his earlier books. The informality and humor of the writing
style add to the appeal of a book that gives a considerable amount of information
on an appealing subject, and the illustrations in soft hues are both charming and
informative.
Vipont, Elfrida. Towards a High Attic; The Early Life of George Eliot, 1819-1880. Holt,
1971. 145p. illus. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.59 net.
Her sister Chrissie was pretty and charming, but small Mary Ann was homely and
R awkward. A bright child, but unfortunately plain. And that was the way she grew
7- up: very bright and very plain indeed. No husband for Mary Ann Evans. Bound by
the religious and moral strictures of the Victorian era, the young woman grew up to
reject the piety of her girlhood, to resent the impositions of family opinion, and to
feel the frustrations of the limitations for women. Not until her father's death did
she break completely with the mores of her time. Out of her long affair with
George Lewes and his encouragement of her writing came the first fictional work
from the pen of George Eliot-the "George" assumed for love of Lewes, the "Eliot"
because it was "a good, mouth-filling, easily pronounced word." The book focuses
on the years before the writing of those books that made George Eliot famous, only
briefly describing her books and the appearance in them of scenes and people based
on her own experiences. The writing is smooth and skilled, based on available
primary sources, objective in approach and candid in analysis. An index is
appended.
Walker, Barbara K. The Round Sultan and the Straight Answer; illus. by Friso Henstra.
Parents' Magazine, 1970. 30p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.47 net.
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"Once there was and twice there wasn't a Turkish sultan who loved to eat." Fat
R and getting fatter, the sultan thought he must be the finest figure of a ruler in the
K-3 world-until his scales broke and his clothes split at the seams. Worried, he called in
his advisors one after the other, but none of their suggestions did any good. Then
one day an humble hamal went by, carrying an enormous load of furniture; called
into the palace to help lift the round sultan, the hamal predicted that the sultan had
only forty days to live. He was thrown into prison, but that didn't help the sultan.
He couldn't move, he couldn't eat, he was filled with fear. And on the forty-first
day, when he was still alive, he sent for the hamal, who said with a twinkle, "But
see, sire, you are thin!" The tale is told with zest and humor, and the illustrations
have a lavishness and exaggeration that suit the subject and style nicely. Fun to read
aloud or to use for storytelling.
Watson, Clyde. Father Fox's Pennyrhymes; illus. by Wendy Watson. T. Y. Crowell, 1971.
56p. $4.50.
Tidy little pictures in soft, bright colors, some in comic strip format, show the
R bustling activities of the fox world as Father Fox and his friends celebrate
3-6 Christmas, go to a fair, celebrate a wedding, have a picnic, etc. The rhymes are quite
yrs. delightful in the best nursery tradition: bouncy, rhythmic, sometimes using nonsen-
sical word sequence. There is variation of mood and pattern, but most of the
rhymes beg for a game or a jump rope. For example, "Knickerbocker Knockabout/
Sausages & Sauerkraut/ Run! Run! Run! The hogs are out!/ Knickerbocker
Knockabout."
Weiner, Sandra. Small Hands, Big Hands; Seven Profiles of Chicano Migrant Workers and
their Families; written and photographed by Sandra Weiner. Pantheon Books, 1970.
55p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $4.41 net.
Each of seven Mexican-Americans speaks in turn, from Estrella Delgado, "soon
Ad to be twelve years old," to Antonio Lopez, born in 1897. From the interviews there
6-9 emerges a vivid picture of the oppression experienced by migrant workers, the
arduous labor, the lack of educational facilities, and the myriad hardships of the
migrant's life. Both a growing awareness of union organization and a strong sense of
the family unit are evident in the interviews; it is also clear that there is a resilience
and strength that makes it possible for the Chicano to savor those things in his life
that can be enjoyed. This does not have the moving quality of the author's It's
Wings That Make Birds Fly nor is it as informative as Heaps' Wandering Workers,
but it is interesting as a documentary and appealing for its human interest.
Wesley, Mary. Speaking Terms; illus. by Leslie H. Morrill. Gambit, 1971. 160p. $4.95.
A fantasy set in the English countryside, the story told by Kate, one of four
M children who are able to talk to animals. Rather, the animals deign to talk to them.
4-6 The children are bent on protecting the beasts and birds from human predators and
from each other, and all goes well until some of the animals become restive at the
cutting-off of their food supply. The story ends with the curtailment of communi-
cation. Meanwhile the children and assorted animals have gone through all sorts of
ploys and adventures. The theme is commendable but it is tediously overextended;
there is too much reliance on dialogue to carry the story, and although the dialogue
is amusing in giving the animals idiomatic speech, this too is overdone.
Willard, Barbara. A Dog and a Half; illus. by Jane Paton. Nelson, 1971. 128p. Trade ed.
$3.95; Library ed. $3.80 net.
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Limpet was a year younger than Jill, but he was her best friend, so when Jill
Ad acquired a huge dog, there was Limpet to share in the St. Bernard. All Jill's, but
4-5 half Limpet's, a dog and a half. Jill's father had jokingly said she might have a dog if
she could get one for the price of a tortoise. The dog is a nuisance, damaging the
greenhouse that is the family business, but he vindicates himself by routing an
assistant who has stolen a new variety of a flower. The story has pace, suspense, and
child-plus-dog appeal, but the plot is contrived: Brandy's owner, who has had to
give him away to the children, is a sweet old widow whose husband had also been a
nurseryman, and she is invited to live in a trailer on the family property and help in
the business.
Williams, Ursula Moray. The Three Toymakers; illus. by Shirley Hughes. Nelson, 1971. 156p.
Trade ed. $3.59; Library ed. $3.80 net.
The old toymaker, Peter, had taken under his wing a brave little boy who had
M been responsible for providing for his numerous brothers and sisters. Now grown,
4-5 Rudi and old Peter Toymaker are planning entries for the king's contest for the best
toys. The other major entrant is the evil old Malkin, whose magical doll walks,
talks, feels, sings, eats, etc. Rudi's small brother almost upsets the apple cart, but
right wins out: Malkin is banished after trying to kill his rivals (by putting Rudi's
pocket a substance that lures wolves) and the prize is divided between the two good
toymakers. Rudi is thus able to wed his sweetheart. The writing style is good, but
the characters of this contemporary fairy tale are stock characters: the kindly Peter,
the malevolent Malkin, the sweet crippled sister, et cetera, and the story line is over
extended.
Winterfeld, Henry. Mystery of the Roman Ransom; tr. from the German by Edith
McCormick; illus. by Fritz Biermann. Harcourt, 1971. 186p. $4.50.
The lively boys of ancient Rome who unraveled a mystery in Detectives in Togas
R find another situation thrust upon them when a slave from Gaul divulges that he
5-8 has a secret message: a senator is to be killed. Since the boys are all sons of
senators, they and the slave, under the guidance of their teacher Xantippus (a
wonderfully crusty character) become involved in a dramatic detective venture that
has a good plot, suspense and good characterization, and an easy style that has
vitality and humor.
Wisbeski, Dorothy. Picaro, A Pet Otter; pictures by Edna Miller. Hawthorn Books, 1971.
26p. $4.25.
Softly drawn in black and white, the pictures of an engaging little otter's day
Ad show why the author finds her pet book-worthy. The text is descriptive ("For
K-2 hours Picaro plays at scooping toys out of the bowl, then plopping them back in
again.") but the illustrations and text are not always in harmony. A pleasant book
to look at, but static.
Wood, James Playsted. The Admirable Cotton Mather. Seabury, 1971. 164p. $5.95.
A well-written biography that disputes many of the commonly-held views of
R Cotton Mather, particularly in relation to his participation in, and attitude toward,
8- the witch trials in Salem. Serious and detailed, the book gives a good picture of the
dedicated scholar and prolific writer who carried on the role of leadership held by
his father and grandfathers. The author draws Mather as a man of his time, pointing
out that for a minister living in an age when witchcraft was accepted as a reality, he
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was neither bigoted nor vindictive. The writing is heavy, but it is not inappropriate
to the subject. A bibliography and an index are appended.
Zolotow, Charlotte (Shapiro). A Father Like That; pictures by Ben Shecter. Harper, 1971.
29p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.27 net.
"I wish I had a father. But my father went away before I was born. I say to my
R mother, You know what he'd be like? 'What?' she says. . ." and the little boy tells
K-2 her. He would come and talk when there were nightmares in the night, he'd never
show off about what a good father he was at parent-teacher meetings, he'd make
mother sit down and have a drink with him before dinner, and he'd never want to
turn down the TV. The wistful catalog of perfection is lightened by humor, and the
soliloquy catches both a child's way of thinking and his way of expressing his
thoughts. Mother who is "sewing very fast," says in closing, ".. .And in case he
never comes, just remember when you grow up, you can be a father like that
yourself!" The ending may not seem a solace to a child, and the phrase "in case he
never comes" is rather ambiguous, since it isn't clear whether the real father may
come back or a stepfather is being suggested, but the book in every other way has
the same warmth and candor that has distinguished so many other small Zolotow
gems.
Zolotow, Charlotte (Shapiro). Wake Up and Good Night; illus. by Leonard Weisgard. Harper,
1971.22p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.79 net.
Bright and clear in the morning light, pictures show a child greeting the new day.
Ad "WAKE UP WAKE UP WAKE UP/ the moon is gone/ the stars are gone/ the dark
3-5 has gone." The theme is expanded, then abruptly, with the turn of a page there are
yrs. dark twilight colors, and the birds are still, the pale crescent moon shining. The
quiet pages of night scenes and cozy interiors are broken by a bright picture of a
dream scene, and back to the purple still of the night. The text is evocative, simple,
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